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1. TORBALI
1.1. HISTORY OF TORBALI
Torbalı; has been in the center of various civilizations since the
known periods of history; its name is rumored to have been
taken from one of the ancient famous cities of that time
“Metropolis” which is also known as Triyanna or Tripolis.
(Located about 5 km south of today's settlement)
Metropolis means “main goddess city”. Metropolis is an ancient city of Ionian region. Ruling to a very
productive plain called Kaystros (Küçük Menderes); Metropolis was located on an ancient road
between Smyrna (İzmir) and Ephesus (Efes). Famous greek historian and geographer Strabon, has
stated Metropolis as one of the famous wine centers in Aegean region and that it’s 120 stadio (about
19 km) away from Ephesus.

Today’s Torbalı was founded on fertile soils of Kaystros (Küçük Menderes) basin; and the first
settlement started in the region between the ancient cities of Ephesus (Efes), Smyrna (İzmir),
Kolophon (Değirmendere), Nation (Ahmetbeyli) and Nif (Kemalpaşa) in B.C. 3000’s. With the city of
Metropolis, the region began to develop during Hittites’ rule; and reached its golden age during
Lydia’s rule B.C. 1200’s. It lived Neolithic, Chalcolithic, Bronze Ages and Phrygian, Lydian, Persian,
Roman and Byzantine periods respectively and followed by Seljuqs and Aydinids between 1071-1317
and Ottoman Dynasty later. Torbalı gained the status of an administrative unit under the Turkish
sovereignty after the appointment of Yıldırım Bayezit's prince Ertuğrul Bey as the governor of Aydın
in 1390 and was registered as a unit affiliated to Torbalı İzmir Sanjak at that time.
After the Ottoman Sultan Çelebi Mehmet took over İzmir in 1414, after 1425, İzmir and its vicinity
came under Ottoman rule.
With the proclamation of the Turkish Republic, Izmir Sanjak was established as the province of Izmir.
Torbalı became a sub-district of Izmir.
Torbalı was transformed into a district on 26 June 1926 and to a municipality on 1927.
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1.2. GEOGRAPHICAL CONDITIONS
Torbalı is situated on an area of 603 sq km on Küçük Menderes Basin surrounded by plains in the
middle, west, south; mountains to the north, northeast and southwest. Neighbor to Bayındır and Tire
in the east, Menderes in the west, Buca and Kemalpaşa in the north, Selçuk in the south.
The altitude of the district center is 35 m and the highest altitude of the district is Keçikalesi
Mountain with 781 m. The lowest altitude is the plains that are in southern part of the district with
15-20 m. Fetrek Stream, Arapkahve Stream and Çevlik Stream flow through our district to the south
mixing to Küçükmenderes River. The existing soil structure
of the region is fertile and all kinds of grains and industrial
plants (such as tobacco, cotton) and vegetables and fruits
are grown. There are also olive groves on the mountain
slopes and the mountains are covered with pine trees.

1.3. CLIMATE OF TORBALI
Mediterranean climate is dominant in our
district, the summers are hot and dry, winters
are mild and rainy. According to the Torbalı
Meteorological Station’s precipitation data from
the last 20 years, the average annual
precipitation in the region is 690,9 mm and
temperature is 17,4 ° C. 55% of precipitation falls
in winter. Snowfall is rarely seen in and around
Torbalı. The month with the highest precipitation is December with 141 mm of precipitation and the
months with the least precipitation are July (2 mm) and August (2,6 mm).

1.4. SOCIAL – CULTURAL CONDITIONS AND TOURISM
The Municipality Cultural Center (BKM), which was built by Torbalı Municipality as
the biggest investment of the district in 2014, became the center of art. In the
Cultural Center there is a giant conference hall, exhibition hall, cinema hall,
cafeteria, art and cultural workshops. The ancient city of Metropolis, of which the
excavation is supported by Philip Morris / Sabancı, is the most important ruin of the
region. The artifacts which are found here, are displayed at the exhibits of
surrounding district museums and provincial museums. Since the exhibition of the
artifacts is of great importance, a museum is needed in the district.
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The Torbalı City History museum, located in the
city center, was created after the restoration of
the military branch left from the time of Sultan
Abdulhamit Han and opened to service in 2013
by Torbalı Municipality. Starting from the story
of the city of Metropolis, the important
archaeological area of the region, cultural life in
the district, urban development, sections of the
life of Torbali are being displayed together with
both past and future fiction. The museum has
interactive areas for visitors, a special archeology
game for children and reading areas.
Abdulhamit’s house and the building stated as Hippodrome are located in the city center and they
were renovated by the Torbalı Municipality. This building should be given a new function such as
museum / library.
Torbalı is constantly expanding its living spaces.
As İzmir has outgrown its expanse horizontally
and with the lack of new free spaces, İzmir is
continuing its growth vertically. Which is one of
the main reasons for Torbalı being an attraction
center for building & construction investments.
There are a fair amount of restaurants and cafes
in the region which people visit in purpose of
socializing.
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Unfortunately, despite its rich history, Torbali has not
been a strong city in terms of tourism. It is rather
weak, especially compared to the surrounding
districts. Metropolis Antique City is located on a hill in
Yeniköy, in the borders of Torbalı district. Numerous
terracotta and Mother Goddess statuettes were found
in archaeological excavations. One of the strongest
tourist attractions of the district is the Key Museum Automobile Museum, which is located in Torbalı and
ranked 3rd in the list of Places to Visit in İzmir on the
famous American travel website TripAdvisor with 5
out of 5 star rating taken from the user reviews.
There is a winery in the region that can be considered as a touristic place. Lucien Arkas Vineyards,
has been founded as the largest single parcel organic vineyard with its land size up to 1.168.000 m2 in
İzmir Torbalı. As a result of the soil and climate analyzes; Saplings obtained from Europe were
shipped to Lucien Arkas Vineyards by special air-conditioned vehicles. It is decided for vine varieties
which of some never seen in Turkey before and thought to be best suited to Aegean soil and climate
conditions such as Tempranillo, Chenin Blanc,
Viognier, Marselan, Ugni Blanc, Cabernet
Sauvignon, Merlot, Chardonnay and Muscat to be
planted to Lucien Arkas Vineyards. There is also a
restaurant inside the Vineyards called LA Mahzen
where you can experience the wines obtained
from the grapes grown in these vineyards. It has a
magnificent structure and a fantastic view where
you can see the vineyards from above.

Apart from these, there are 2 hotels approved by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism in the region.
However, despite the fact that hundreds of foreign representatives visit the district firms every week,
most foreigners unfortunately prefer neighboring districts for accommodation and the firms located
here have stated that one of the biggest investment needs of the district is hotels in many channels.
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1.5. POPULATION OF TORBALI
In 2019, Torbalı had a population of 185.908 people. Out of 185.908; 93.994 were men and 91.914
were women.
According to TÜİK 2019 stats, the annual population increase rate is %3,99 while Turkey’s average
rate being %1,40.

Torbalı is shining out as the most migrated district in İzmir in recent years. While this migration
comes from all regions, its mostly from Southeast Anatolia, Eastern Anatolia and Inner Aegean
Regions. Torbalı is developing very fast with its new living spaces and its ever-expanding sociocultural
opportunities. Because of these and its job opportunities, people are starting to notice Torbalı and its
potential.

While İzmir having a population of
approx. 4,28 million people. Torbalı is
considered rather as a small village.
However the district’s strategic location,
along with its productive lands
(agricultural wise) and the incredible
growth of industrialization attracts many
people. Population wise, Torbalı is
expected to outgrow other districts of
İzmir in the years to come as it is quickly
climbing up the ranks. It is estimated that
the population will hit 250.000 levels in
the next 10 years.
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1.6. ECONOMY OF TORBALI
Our district is an important place with its geographical location, transportation advantage and
closeness to markets. Agriculture has an important place in the district economy. The industry,
farming and animal husbandry are highly advanced.
Due to its geographical location, with the industrial investments made in recent years, our district
has also taken on the appearance of a developing city in terms of industry. Our region has been
receiving a lot of immigration in recent years. This, together with the general conditions in the
economy, increases the unemployment.
Eliminating the financing problems of
medium-sized enterprises and large-scale
enterprises in existing industrial sites and
increasing production by making them
profitable will be an important step to
district’s economy. By bringing new
investments to Torbalı Organized
Industrial Zone around Yeniköy and
Pancar Organized Industrial Zone around
Pancar will contribute the district’s
employment and overall economy.

In 2019 Torbalı had an export value of 1 billion 172 million dollars. With this value, Torbalı which is a
district has surpassed cities and even big cities like Trabzon and Eskişehir. Below you can find
Torbalı’s export performance in last 3 years:
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Sectors

2017

2018

2019

Tobacco
Wood and Forestry Products
Textile, Clothing, Leather and Footwear
Iron and Steel
Chemical Substances and Products
Air Conditioning Industry
Machine and Parts
Fruit and Vegetable Products
Grains, Pulses, Oilseeds and Products
Mining and Metal
Vehicles and Supply Industry
Fishery and Livestock Products
Defence and Aviation Industry
Dried Fruit and Products
Olive and Olive Oil
Electrics - Electronics
Cement, Glass, Ceramic and Products of Soil
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
Other Industrial Products
Nuts and Products
Ornamental Plants and Products
Ship and Yachts
Carpet
Precious Metals and Jewellery
GRANDTOTAL

FOB USD ($)
472.279.820
95.557.313
103.299.985
58.572.373
58.760.754
52.688.213
54.327.960
38.414.950
11.627.711
8.517.116
18.032.067
17.738.138
28.011.070
14.644.802
30.866.450
12.098.285
7.554.387
2.326.904
1.306.451
761.162
461.821
765.322
34.048
16
1.088.647.121

FOB USD ($)
494.540.227
105.260.646
95.340.431
68.145.342
66.994.624
65.890.676
48.155.796
36.560.259
31.092.989
10.926.320
20.659.182
12.409.244
30.247.390
15.172.605
48.343.438
14.987.310
8.338.364
3.531.842
2.884.992
593.174
137.329
451.337
34.393
790
1.180.698.702

FOB USD ($)
446.508.113
121.457.708
92.855.737
80.206.877
66.529.560
65.485.027
56.232.216
41.411.474
37.465.838
27.017.916
24.684.548
21.612.647
19.128.673
18.751.410
16.688.590
15.640.773
12.036.147
3.579.806
2.650.855
1.041.107
903.349
673.523
51.355
0
1.172.613.248

Source: Aegean Exporters’ Associations Torbalı Export Statistics

Almost half of the export values come from the Tobacco sector. Then comes the wood and forestry
products sector which consists mostly the furniture sector. Home to some of the largest international
companies with foreign capital such as Philip Morris, JTI, Dr. Oetker, John Deere, Maschio Gaspardo,
SFS Intec, Groupe Atlantic, Martin Bauer Group, Maurer Soehne, BWF Group, Impo, Terra Pizza.
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On top of these companies, Torbalı is also home to some of the major national companies which are
in top 500 in Turkey and top 100 in İzmir such as; Sun Tekstil, Öz-Ege, Alfemo, Merinos, Yatsan,
Klorak, Bambi, Tat, Feast, Tukaş, BT Food, Japar, Altekma, Polkima etc.

Some other companies of Torbalı;
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When we analyze 2018’s export data, the top countries our district export to our listed below:
Importing
Country

Import Value
(Million $)

USA
Germany
England
France
Saudi Arabia
Iran
Israel
Netherlands
Belgium
Morocco

125
68
65
59
56
49
47
46
45
40

Source: Aegean Exporters’ Associations Torbalı Export Statistics
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1.6.1. Members By Their Sectors
Number of
Members

Sectors
Construction Sector

362

Trade

355

Services Sector

322

Food and Drink

219

Wood and Forestry Products

201

Machine and Parts

171

Travel Agencies, Transportation and Automotive Sector

158

Iron - Steel Industry

149

Agriculture, Livestock and Aquaculture

106

Rubber and Plastics

78

Textile, Clothing, Leather and Footwear

77

Chemical Substances and Products

69

Cement, Glass, Ceramic and Products of Soil

43

Utilities

40

Mining and Metal

36

Electrics - Electronics

33

Tobacco

16

Other Industrial Products

13

Hospitality Sector

6

GRANDTOTAL

2.454

Our district forms a great attraction for investments with its strategic location, transportation
possibilities, sufficient workforce and lands suitable for industrialization. Torbalı, with approximately
1,000 industrial establishments, has taken great steps recently for the industrialization of the district.

1.6.2. Agriculture and Livestock
Before the rapid development of
industrialization in Torbalı, the most important
source of the district economy was provided
from agriculture and animal husbandry. The
agricultural production and animal production
potential of Torbalı District is very high in terms
of agricultural product diversity and production
amount due to various reasons such as fertility,
climate, geopolitical location, industrialization. But with the need of new living spaces caused by the
development of industry and growth of population, agricultural lands started to decrease and there
has been an increase in industrial products instead of traditional products.
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The main products grown in the district, where three products can be harvested per year, are
tomato, leek, green bean, broccoli, cauliflower, olive, grape, pomegranate, fig, peach and corn.
In our district, there are 236.515 decare of irrigated lands out of 309.245 decare of agricultural lands.
In addition, Torbalı’s one of the most
important source of income is dried
tomato. In the summer season, with the
harvest of tomatoes, approximately
10.000 tons of tomatoes are spread
over the fields for drying.
Approximately 900 tons of dried
tomatoes are obtained from 10.000
tons of fresh tomatoes. Almost all of
these 900 tons of dried tomatoes are
being exported.

When we look at the livestock figures, a large
part of our cattle in our region consists of dairy
cattles. In addition, goats and sheep are used in
ovine breeding. When we examine their
production data, total milk production is
observed as approximately 70 tons. We have
about 3.300.000 poultry. Almost 90% of these
consist of broiler chickens. In terms of
beekeeping, there are approximately 15,000
beehives in the region.

1.6.3. Tobacco Industry
Turkey's unique soil and environmental conditions,
provides an ideal environment for the growth of
oriental tobacco. Tobacco has a special place in
Turkish culture and today the highest quality of
oriental tobacco is grown in Turkey. In Turkey, 75%
of the contracted leaf tobacco production is provided by the Aegean Region. The tobacco industry's
history in Torbalı is quite rich. In addition to the traditional tobacco industry, the industrialization and
toning of tobacco industry started in the early 90s with the establishment of the production facilities
of the tobacco industry giant Philip Morris and JTI in Torbalı, and has thrived on to the present day.
Apart from this, the sector continued its development with the establishment of Öz-Ege Tütün, a
modern tobacco leaf opening factory in Torbalı, in the early 2000s, with the partnership of Aliberti
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and Özgener families. The tobacco sector, which meets half of the Torbali exports by itself, is always
among the most important sectors in the name of the district and the country's economy.

1.7. EMPLOYMENT
The employment figures show that 50.000 people are are employed within the industry. When we
look at the employment structure in Torbalı, especially in the summer, the level of employment
increases with the tomato factor.

1.8. TAX
Torbalı has managed to meet 49% of İzmir tax collection rate by paying 45 Billion TL (≈6,5 Billon
Dollars) tax in 2016. With a tax collection rate of 99,2% Torbalı ranked 1st in Turkey and despite being
a district it has ranked 5th among cities tax ranking.

1.9. BANK
In Torbalı there are 22 bank branches. These branches’ brands are listed below;

1.10. EDUCATION
Torbalı continues its development with its educational
structure with approximately 33.000 students and 1.900
teachers. There are 155 Schools / Institutions available in
the district. 89 of them are state institutions and 66 of
them are private institutions. In addition, there is one
university vocational college in the district. The
educational content of the vocational school includes
natural building stone technologies, mining technology,
drilling technology, geotechnical, industrial glass and ceramic technology and welding technology.
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1.11. HEALTH
There are 1 public hospital, 2 private hospitals, 15 health
centers, 1 oral and dental health hospital and various
clinics in our district. With a bed capacity of 400 people,
many health operations can take place in these hospitals.
In addition, 3 active ambulances and home care services
are provided to citizens. There is no thermal spa or thermal
hotel in Torbalı, but it is located very close to the thermal
springs in the surrounding districts. Investments to be
made in this area should be increased with the presence of
hot water in Çamlıca in recent years.

1.12. TRANSPORTATION
Roads and highway connections go through our
district. It is also located on railroad-high speed
train lines. It is located 25 kilometers from
Izmir Adnan Menderes Airport, 40 kilometers
from Kemalpaşa Logistics Center and 40
kilometers from Izmir Alsancak Port. In
addition, our district; There is also a connection
to the Istanbul-Izmir Highway, which is about
to be completed. In terms of public
transportation, many bus lines operate within
the district. Apart from that, Izban (Izmir Suburban Train Systems) passes through the district.
Although the population in the district is 185.908 people and 100.000 people travel intercity every
year, another deficiency of the district is seen as the lack of a bus terminal.
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2. INVESTMENT
There are about 65 international companies with foreign capital operating in Torbalı. The fact that
domestic and foreign companies preferred İzmir for investment last year has mobilized the industrial
regions. Companies that want to benefit from all the attractions of the district mentioned throughout
our guide show great interest in Torbalı. Torbalı continues to take firm steps towards becoming an
Attractive City with its dynamic population, increasing performance in exports, industry, efficient
agriculture and transportation possibilities.
2.1. INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN TORBALI


Agriculture; with the efficiency of agricultural lands and the opportunity to plant 3 products
in a year, the investments to be made in agriculture is very important for the economy of the
district and Turkey.



Agricultural Industry; the fact that sustainable agriculture is on the rise, makes the industrial
investments related to agriculture important as well as the investments to be made to
agriculture. In particular, there are areas suitable for investments such as freezing tomatoes,
seasonal vegetables and fruits. Tat, Tukaş, Besan Salça, Seven Food, BT Food and Özgörkey
are already the result of these investments.



Industry; with its developing industry, Torbalı expands its range of industries every day. The
important sectors are tobacco, furniture, textile, iron and steel and chemical industry. With
its many attractions, industrial investments always carry a huge amount of importance for
the district economy.



Logistics Center; Torbalı; which has a very strategic position in terms of transportation, is
home to the logistics centers of many companies such as BİM, Migros, Pehlivanoğlu. With its
closeness to the airport, highway, railway and port, the establishment of new logistics and
distribution centers appear to be an important investment area.



Construction Sector; the rapidly developing population and industry in Torbalı, as well as the
formation of new settlements in İzmir in the south and north direction, constitutes a great
potential for the construction sector in Torbalı.



Energy; just like all of Izmir, Torbalı stands out as a district that receives sunshine 300 days a
year. In this sense, it emerges as a suitable region for solar energy investments to be made in
the region.



Health; although the district is at an important point in terms of hospital numbers and
capacities, it is not yet at a sufficient level. Investments are needed in this area. Especially as
we’ve mentioned in our guide, the finding of hot water creates an investment potential for
hot springs.
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Tourism; Investments are needed to accelerate the Metropolis excavations and to display the
artifacts from the region in a museum within the region.



Accommodation; with the high export performance of the district, our district is visited by
foreign representatives every day. For the accommodation of these representatives within
the district, hotel investments must be increased.



Transportation; investments are needed to build new roads, repair existing roads and also to
establish a bus station in Torbalı, where transportation opportunities are quite diverse.
Especially constructing a new road connection to Pancar Industrial Zone and improving the
existing connection road for Torbalı Industrial Zone will affect the region positively.
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3. INVEST IN TURKEY
More than 60,000 companies have invested in Turkey. Some of them are listed below;

The most important facts which enable Turkey to attract so many investors and make Turkey a
center of attention are listed below as stated by Presidency of The Republic of Turkey Investment
Office;

SUCCESSFUL ECONOMY
 A fast developing economy, with a GDP
growth of 231 Billion USD in 2002, to a
GDP of 784 Billion in 2018 which is more
than triple the amount within 16 years
(TÜİK)


Stable economic growth; A yearly GDP
growth between 2002 and 2018 of %5,5
(TÜİK)
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With a yearly average economic growth pace of 5% in real GDP and with the fastest growth
rate among OECD countries between 2018-2024, Turkey is the strongest growing and most
promising economy within the OECD (OECD)



In 2018 Turkey was worlds 13th biggest economy and when only compared to the EU Turkey
is the 5th biggest economy according to the Turkish GDP statistics. (GDP, IMF and WEO)



A formalized economy that drew 209 Billion USD Direct Foreign Investment over the past 16
years (TCMB)



A Mature and dynamic private sector due to raise in export volume with 366% between 2002
and 2018 to 168 Billion USD (TÜİK)

POPULATION
 A population of 82 Million (2018, TÜİK)


When compared to the EU the most crowded
young population (Eurostat)



Half of population is under the age 32 (TÜİK)



Young, dynamic, educated and a very cultured

QUALIFIED AND COMPETITIVE LABOR
 Over 32,3 Million young, educated and
motivated labor (2018, TÜİK)


Increasing employee productivity



More than 800.000 graduates from 183
different universities in a year (2018,
YÖK)



More than 985.000 high school graduates with half of them from technical and vocational
high schools (2018, MEB)

LIBERAL INVESTMENT ENVIRONMENT OPEN FOR INNOVATION
 Turkey is the second biggest reformer between OECD countries since 1997 after restrictions
set on foreign investment (OECD, DYY, 1997-2017)


Business friendly environment where you set a business up in 6,5 days (World Bank Report
2018)
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Very competitive investment conditions



Strong industry and service culture



Equal treatment to all investors



Approx. 65.500 companies with foreign
capital in 2018 (Ministry of Trade)



International arbitration



Transfer guarantee

INFRASTRUCTURE
 New and advanced technical
infrastructure in transportation,
communication and energy


Highly advanced, affordable sea
transportation



The advantage of reaching East
and Middle Europe by railway



Well configured transportation facilities, with a direct shipping to most of the EU countries

CENTRAL LOCATION
 A natural bridge between
North-South and West-East
and therefore an affective and
low cost alternative to
important business markets


Easy access to 1,7 Billion
people in Europe, Eurasia, The
Middle East and North Africa



Access to many markets with a total GDP of 27 Trillion USD

THE ENERGY PASSWAY AND TERMINAL OF EUROPE
 An important energy terminal and gateway connecting East and West
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70 % of the natural energy resources of the world are located close to Turkey and mainly on
the East side. With that in mind and Europe being the biggest energy consumer and being
located on the west of Turkey makes the country a key point in energy transport. A new
Energy Terminal is being constructed in the area

LOW TAX RATES AND MANYY INCENTIVES
 A decreased Corporate Tax from 33% to 22%


Land allocation as well as tax benefits applied
for Technology Development Zones, Industrial
Zones and Free Zones such as exemption from
Corporate Tax completely or partially and
support for employers' social security share



R&D Law



Incentives for strategic investments, big size
investments and regional investments

CUSTOMS UNION WITH EU SINCE 1969
 A continuing customs agreement with the EU and Freetrade agreements with 22 countries (Ministry of Trade)


New Free-trade agreements in-progress



Ongoing negotiations regarding the EU participation

LARGE NATIONAL MARKET
 A raise in broadband internet subscriptions from 0,1 Million to 72 Million between 2002 and
2018 (BTK, TÜİK)


A raising mobile phone subscription amount from 23 Million to 80,6 Million between 2002
and 2018 (TÜİK)



A Raise in credit card users from 16 Million to 66,3 Million between 2002 and 2018 (Card
Center)



A Raise in Air Transportation users from 33 Million to 211 Million between 2002 and 2018
(DHMI)



A raise in foreign tourism from 13 Million to 45,6 Million between 2002 and 2018 (TÜİK)
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Turkey's Investment Incentives System
Applicable both for greenfield and brownfield projects, the Turkish government offers a
comprehensive investment incentives program with a wide range of instruments that helps to
minimize the upfront cost burden and accelerate the returns on investments.
These incentives may also be tailored for projects in priority sectors classified as key areas for
the transfer of technology and economic development. In addition, the Turkish government provides
generous support programs for R&D and innovation projects, employee training initiatives, and for
exporters through various grants, incentives, and loans.

Incentive Glossary
VAT Exemption: Value-Added Tax is not payable for machinery and equipment to be purchased.
Customs Duty Exemption: Customs duty is not payable for machinery and equipment to be supplied
from abroad.
Corporate Tax Reduction: Corporate tax is paid with reduction.
Social Security Premium Support (Employer’s Share): The employer’s share of the social security
premium calculated for employment will be covered by the government.
Social Security Premium Support (Employee’s Share): The employee’s share of the social security
premium calculated on the basis of the legal minimum wage for employment will be covered by the
government.
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Interest Rate Support: A certain portion of the interest to be paid for loans obtained will be covered
by the government.
Land Allocation: Land is allocated for investment based on the availability, in accordance with the
principles and procedures set by the Ministry of Environment and Urbanization.
Income Tax Withholding Support: The income tax determined for employment will be exempt.
VAT Refund: VAT refund is provided for building and construction expenditures.
Qualified Personnel Support: Gross wages of qualified personnel to be employed for up to 5 years
will be covered (up to 20 times the gross minimum wage)
Energy Support: Energy expenditures will be partially rebated to the investor.
Capital Contribution: Government can make capital contribution up to 49% of investment amount.
Infrastructure Support: Infrastructural needs such as electricity, natural gas, etc. can be covered.
Purchasing Guarantee: Public purchase guarantee can be provided for products to be produced
within the scope of the investment.
Facilitation of Authorization/Permit/License Procedures: An exception may be introduced by virtue
of a presidential decree for authorizations, allocation, permits, licenses and registrations among
other restrictive provisions.
Cash Support: Eligible expenditures are partially rebated by the institution providing support after
the expenditures are paid.
Training Support: Daily expenses and eligible training costs will be covered by İŞKUR.
R&D/Design Discount: R&D and design expenditures are wholly deductible from the corporate tax.
Corporate Tax Exemption: No corporate tax is payable..
Credit Support: Credit with reduced rates are provided to investors to improve exportation.
Stamp Duty Exemption: No stamp duty is payable for documents..
Property Tax Exemption: No property tax is payable for land and buildings.
Special Consumption Tax Exemption: Enterprises in free zones are exempt from special consumption
tax.
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Support elements are listed in the table below within the framework of different investments;

Support Elements

General
Investment
Incentives

Regional
Investment
Incentives

Strategic
Investment
Incentives

Project
Based
Investment
Incentives

VAT Exemption

+

+

+

+

Customs Duty Exemption

+

+

+

+

Corporate Tax Reduction

+

+

+

Social Security Premium
Support (Employer’s Share)

+

+

+

+

+

+

Social Security Premium
Support (Employee’s Share)*

+

+

+

Interest Rate Support**

+

+

+

Land Allocation

+

+

+

VAT Refund***

+

+

+

Property Tax Exemption

+

+

+

Income Tax Withholding
Support*

Qualified Personnel Support

+

Energy Support

+

Capital Contribution

+

Infrastructure Support

+

Facilitation of
Authorization/Permit/License
Procedures

+

Purchasing Guarantee

+

Cash Support

+

*Provided that the investment is made in Region 6.
**Provided that the investment is made in Regions 3, 4, 5 or 6 within the framework of the Regional
Investment Incentives Scheme.
***For construction expenditures of strategic investments with a minimum fixed investment amount
of TRY 500 million.
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Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

Region 4

Region 5

Region 6

Ankara

Adana

Balıkesir

Afyonkarahisar

Adıyaman

Ağrı

Antalya

Aydın

Bilecik

Amasya

Aksaray

Ardahan

Bursa

Bolu

Burdur

Artvin

Bayburt

Batman

Eskişehir

Çanakkale

Gaziantep

Bartın

Çankırı

Bingöl

İstanbul

Denizli

Karabük

Çorum

Erzurum

Bitlis

İzmir

Edirne

Karaman

Düzce

Giresun

Diyarbakır

Kocaeli

Isparta

Manisa

Elazığ

Gümüşhane

Hakkari

Muğla

Kayseri

Mersin

Erzincan

Kahramanmaraş

Iğdır

Kırklareli

Samsun

Hatay

Kilis

Kars

Konya

Trabzon

Kastamonu

Niğde

Mardin

Sakarya

Uşak

Kırıkkale

Ordu

Muş

Tekirdağ

Zonguldak

Kırşehir

Osmaniye

Siirt

Kütahya

Sinop

Şanlıurfa

Malatya

Tokat

Şırnak

Nevşehir

Tunceli

Van

Rize

Yozgat

Yalova

Sivas
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Bozcaada &
Gökçeada

Support elements in addition to these incentives;
Employment Incentives
1. Employment Supports
Tax exemptions and cash supports for employment and personnel training


Social Security Premium Support (Employee’s Share)



Training Support

R&D and Design Incentives
1. R&D Law
Tax benefits for R&D centers
and design centers


Customs Duty Exemption



Social Security Premium
Support (Employer’s Share)



R&D/Design Discount



Income Tax Withholding Support



Stamp Duty Exemption

2. Technology Development Zones Incentives
Tax benefits for companies that are located in Technoparks


VAT Exemption



Customs Duty Exemption



Social Security Premium Support (Employer’s Share)



Income Tax Withholding Support



Corporate Tax Exemption



Stamp Duty Exemption
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3. TUBITAK
Grant opportunities for research, technology development, and
innovation activities


Cash Support

Regional Management Center Incentives
1. Incentives for Regional Management Centers & Liaison Offices
Tax advantages for international companies that move their regional management centers to
Turkey


Income Tax Withholding Support



Stamp Duty Exemption

Export Incentives
1. Export Support Instruments by the
Ministry of Trade
Tax exemptions and cash supports in
order to increase Turkey’s exports


VAT Exemption



Customs Duty Exemption



Cash Support



Special Consumption Tax Exemption



Stamp Duty Exemption

2. Free Zones Incentives
Free Zones offer tax benefits especially for export-oriented investments


VAT Exemption



Customs Duty Exemption



Income Tax Withholding Support



Corporate Tax Exemption
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Special Consumption Tax Exemption



Property Tax Exemption



Stamp Duty Exemption

3. EXIMBANK
Credit opportunities to increase Turkey’s exports


Credit Support
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